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By the end of this course you will know how to:

• Extend a Class using Chain Of Command and Event Handler

• Extend a Table’s fields and methods using Chain of 
Command and Event Handler

• Extend a Form’s controls and methods using Chain of 
Command and Event Handler

• Extend a Form’s Datasource methods using Chain of 
Command and Event Handler

• Extend a Form’s Data field methods using Chain Of 
Command and Event Handler
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• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-in-d365/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-class-methods/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-for-form-datasource/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-form-datasource-field/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-for-form-methods/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-form-control/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-table-methods/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-data-entity/

https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-in-d365/
https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-class-methods/
https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-for-form-datasource/
https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-form-datasource-field/
https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-for-form-methods/
https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-form-control/
https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-table-methods/


https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-in-d365/



• What is Chain of command?

Chain of Command is the term that describes how we 
customize (or extend) base Microsoft objects and code.  
Microsoft’s base objects and code cannot be changed directly 
in Dynamics 365 F&S.  However, we are able to make changes 
is separate objects and classes that are then combined with 
the existing base Microsoft objects and code to form the final 
version.  
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• Why can’t we modify base Microsoft objects?

In Dynamics 365, Microsoft re-architected the code, and made is to 
base objects cannot be changed.  In versions 2012 and before, 
users could modify the base Microsoft source code directly.  The 
issue was that anytime Microsoft released a hotfix or new features, 
the new code would need to be merged in with the customized 
code to make sure the new code was added and the custom code 
was not deleted.  This is a very time consuming process.  

Now, in D365, since all customizations must be made is separate 
objects, Microsoft can release hotfixes and new features and 
overlay their own code without overwriting any custom code.  
There is still a risk that the new base code and custom code will not 
function as expected together, so testing is needed.  But the 
‘Extension model’ does mean no code merge is needed.
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• https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/extensibility-story-michael-
pontoppidan/?trackingId=bdSilZTkSjKUARcGk%2FtiHg%3D%3D

• “Every customer on the latest release, always”

• Chain of Command was invented as a tool to help make 
this happen.  

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/extensibility-story-michael-pontoppidan/?trackingId=bdSilZTkSjKUARcGk%2FtiHg%3D%3D


True or False: Base Microsoft source code can be modified in 
D365.

a) True

b) False
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What is the main reason code cannot be directly modified 
anymore?

a) Developers aren’t careful enough

b) Visual Studio can’t connect to the standard code

c) Microsoft releases periodic updates that might conflict with 
customized code

d) All of the above
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• Fundamental concept in Object Oriented Programming
• In this example, Vehicle is the parent class. There are many different types of vehicles, for 

instance: cars, buses, and trucks. In this scenario, Vehicle is the parent class. Cars, buses, and 
trucks are derived classes that inherit from Vehicle. The Vehicle class has characteristics that 
are shared across all the vehicle types (speed, color, and gears for example). The 
characteristics for each of the vehicles types may be different. For instance, a truck might have 
all-wheel drive, but a car does not.
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• Consider an example base class that looks like this:

This can now be extended using Chain Of Command like this:
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What attribute keyword do you need to use when using Chain 
of Command.

a) ExtensionOf

b) ChainOfCommand

c) Extends

d) Inherits
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True or false: Chain of command extensions are performed by 
writing code in a class.

a) True

b) False
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• Let’s look at the various pieces

1) A new class needs to be created with the format 
<prefix><BaseObjectName>_<ObjectType>_Extension (It must 
end with Extension or you will receive a compile error)

2) The method needs to have the attribute 
[ExtensionOf(classStr(<NameOfBaseClass>))]

3) Add the keyword ‘final’ to the class definition line

4) Add the method definition just as it appears in the base class.

5) Call the base class’s method: var s = next doSomething(arg);
16



• What does the keyword ‘next’ mean?

The keyword ‘next’ tells the system

to run the base Microsoft method.

Things to note:

1)You MUST use ‘next’ to call the base method.  If you leave it 
out you will receive a compile error.

2)You can put code before the call to ‘next’ to pass in a 
different value than the existing code.  In this example arg is 
increased by 4 before passing it into the base method.

3)If the base method returns a value you can store that value 
in a variable and write additional code after the call to ‘next’.
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Hands on lab 
Lab 1 – Write a Basic 
Chain Of Command class 
(TutBaseClass)



https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-class-methods/



1) A new class needs to be created with the format 
<prefix><BaseObjectName>_<ObjectType>_Extension (It 
must end with Extension or you will receive a compile 
error)

2) The method needs to have the attribute 
[ExtensionOf(classStr(<NameOfBaseClass>))]

3) Add the keyword ‘final’ to the class definition line

4) Add the method definition just as it appears in the base 
class.

5) Call the base class’s method: var s = next
doSomething(arg);
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True or False: The 'next' keyword in a chain of command 
method is optional.

a) True

b) False
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https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-table-methods/



1) A new class needs to be created with the format 
<prefix><BaseObjectName>_<ObjectType>_Extension (It 
must end with Extension or you will receive a compile 
error)

2) The method needs to have the attribute 
[ExtensionOf(tableStr(<NameOfTableToExtend>))]

3) Add the keyword ‘final’ to the class definition line

4) Add the method definition just as it appears in the base 
class.

5) Call the base class’s method: var s = next
doSomething(arg);

6) Or, you can add a brand new method with a new name.
24
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Hands on lab 
Lab 2 – Extend CustTable
table, Add new field and 
extension method.



• Extend the table CustTable and add the string field 
tutLoyaltyMember. (Makes sure to set your project to 
synchronize on build)

• Add a new class named <prefix>CustTable_Table_Extension
that extends the CustTable code.  

• Write a Chain Of Command method on the initValue method 
to set the field tutLoyaltyMember to a default value of “None”

• Homework: Add a new display method on the InventTable
extension class named tutDisplayLoyaltyMember that 
displays the tutBrandId field’s value.
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True or False: Extensions of extensions are supported

a) True

b) False
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https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-for-form-
methods/



1) A new class needs to be created with the format 
<prefix><BaseObjectName>_<ObjectType>_Extension (It 
must end with Extension or you will receive a compile 
error)

2) The method needs to have the attribute 
[ExtensionOf(formStr(<NameOfFormToExtend>))]

3) Add the keyword ‘final’ to the class definition line

4) Add the method definition just as it appears in the base 
class.  

5) Call the base class’s method: var s = next
doSomething(arg);

6) Or, you can add a brand new method with a new name.
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When do Extensions methods run in relation to other 
extensions of the same method.

a) Alphabetical order of the model name

b) Alphabetical order of the name of the extension class

c) Indeterminate
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https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-for-form-
datasource/



What keyword needs to be used in the class definition of every 
extension class?

a) Public

b) Final

c) Static

d) Extends
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1) A new class needs to be created with the format 
<prefix><BaseObjectName>_<ObjectType>_Extension (It must 
end with Extension or you will receive a compile error)

2) The method needs to have the attribute 
[ExtensionOf(formDataSourceStr(<NameOfFormToExtend>, 
<NameOfDataSource>))]

3) Add the keyword ‘final’ to the class definition line

4) Add the method definition just as it appears in the base class.  

5) Call the base class’s method: var s = next doSomething(arg);

6) Or, you can add a brand new method with a new name.

7) Use this.cursor() to get the currently selected record.
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Which keyword allows you to denote that the class is using 
Chain of Command to on another object?

a) ExtensionOf

b) ChildClassBegin

c) InheritAttributes

d) None of the above
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Hands on lab 
Lab 4 – Extend InventTable
Form DataSource, extend 
validateWrite method.



• Add a new class named 
<prefix>EcoResProductDetailsExtended_DataSource_Extens
ion that extends the InventTable datasource on the form.

• In this class create a Chain Of Command method on the 
‘validateWrite’ method.  If the brand is set to an empty string 
show a warning. 
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https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-form-datasource-
field/



1) A new class needs to be created with the format 
<prefix><BaseObjectName>_<ObjectType>_Extension (It must 
end with Extension or you will receive a compile error)

2) The method needs to have the attribute 
[ExtensionOf(formDataFieldStr(<NameOfFormToExtend>, 
<NameOfDataSource>, <NameOfFieldOnDataSource>))]

3) Add the keyword ‘final’ to the class definition line

4) Add the method definition just as it appears in the base class.  

5) Call the base class’s method: var s = next doSomething(arg);

6) Or, you can add a brand new method with a new name.

7) Use this.cursor() to get the currently selected record.
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What syntax is used to get the currently selected record?

a) .record()

b) .cursor()

c) .row()

d) .value()
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Hands on lab 
Lab 5 – Extend Form 
DataSource Data Field, 



• Add a new class named 
<prefix>EcoResProductDetailsExtended_BrandID_Extention
that extends the InventTable Datasource’s BrandId field. 

• In this class create a Chain Of Command method on the 
‘modified’ method.  If the brand is set to an empty string 
show a warning that it should not be set to a blank value.
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1) A new class needs to be created with the format 
<prefix><BaseObjectName>_<ObjectType>_Extension (It must 
end with Extension or you will receive a compile error)

2) The method needs to have the attribute 
[ExtensionOf(formControlStr(<NameOfFormToExtend>, 
<NameOfControl>))]

3) Add the keyword ‘final’ to the class definition line

4) Add the method definition just as it appears in the base class.  

5) Call the base class’s method: var s = next doSomething(arg);

6) Or, you can add a brand new method with a new name.

7) Use this.cursor() to get the currently selected record.
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Which one of these is a form control that is possible to 
extend?

a) A table named SalesTable

b) A form named SalesTable

c) A button on the SalesTable form named Process

d) None of the above
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https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-data-entity/



1) A new class needs to be created with the format 
<prefix><BaseObjectName>_<ObjectType>_Extension (It 
must end with Extension or you will receive a compile 
error)

2) The method needs to have the attribute 
[ExtensionOf(tableStr(<NameOfFormToExtend>, 
<NameOfControl>))]

3) Add the keyword ‘final’ to the class definition line

4) Add the method definition just as it appears in the base 
class.  

5) Call the base class’s method: var s = next
doSomething(arg);

6) Or, you can add a brand new method with a new name.
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• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-in-d365/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-class-methods/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-for-form-datasource/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-form-datasource-field/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-for-form-methods/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-form-control/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-table-methods/

• https://dynamics365musings.com/chai
n-of-command-data-entity/

https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-in-d365/
https://dynamics365musings.com/chain-of-command-class-methods/
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http://daxingwitheshant.blogspot.com/2018/11/get-formrun-form-
control-datasource-and.html

[FormDataSourceEventHandler(formDataSourceStr(MyForm, 
MyRandomTableDS), FormDataSourceEventType::Written)] public 
static void MyRandomTableDS_OnWritten(FormDataSource sender, 
FormDataSourceEventArgs e)
{

FormRun formRun =  = 

// you can even call custom methods
formRun.myCustomMethod();

// Get the selected datasource record
TableName tableBuffer = sender.cursor();

// Get datasource variable
FormDataSource DSVariable = 
sender.formRun().dataSource(“TableName”);
}

Get form datasource from xFormRun
[FormEventHandler(formStr(SomeForm), 
FormEventType::Initialized)] public static void 
SomeForm_OnInitialized(xFormRun sender, FormEventArgs e)
{
FormDataSource MyRandomTable_ds = 
sender.dataSource(formDataSourceStr(SomeForm, 
MyRandomTableDS));
…
}

Access form control from xFormRun
[FormEventHandler(formStr(SomeForm), 
FormEventType::Initialized)] public static void 
SomeForm_OnInitialized(xFormRun sender, FormEventArgs e)
{
// set the control to invisible as an example
sender.design().controlName(formControlStr(SomeForm, 
MyControl)).visible(false);
}

Get FormRun from form control
[FormControlEventHandler(formControlStr(MyForm, MyButton), 
FormControlEventType::Clicked)] public static void 
MyButton_OnClicked(FormControl sender, FormControlEventArgs e)
{
FormRun formRun = sender.formRun() as FormRun;
formRun.myCustomMethod();
}

Get current record in form control event
[FormControlEventHandler(formControlStr(SomeForm, SomeButton), 
FormControlEventType::Clicked)] public static void 
SomeButton_OnClicked(FormControl sender, FormControlEventArgs
e)
{
// as an example the datasource number is used for access; I perceive 
the formDataSourceStr as more robust
SomeTable callerRec = sender.formRun().dataSource(1).cursor();
}

http://daxingwitheshant.blogspot.com/2018/11/get-formrun-form-control-datasource-and.html


• Another mechanism for customizations to existing objects. 

• React to various events rather than using chain of command 
or overriding methods on tables/forms/classes. 

• Can be used to hook logic in predefined points. 

• Addition of logic without directly modifying standard code. 



Event handlers require you to modify standard code to make 
code customizations.

a) True

b) False
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• There are many places to find event nodes to hook on to in 
D365. They come at most levels of forms, data sources, 
tables, etc, and provide great flexibility to perform non-
intrusive customization.

• The following table lists the event handlers available, and the 
base form method that they hook onto.
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• Logic can also be added to form event nodes. Useful for 
injecting logic in various common actions (opening, 
initialization, closing)
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• Tables have event handler nodes that can be used to hook 
logic during table events (such as Insert, Validate, Delete, 
Update)
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What is the best way to write event handler code?

a) Write all the code necessary to set up the event handler 
template

b) Copy the template from the event handler node

c) Copy the template from Microsoft documentation

d) Write chain of command code
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• Logic can also be added to form controls. Useful for injecting 
logic in various common actions(onClicked, onModified, 
onWriting, onInit)
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The syntax for event handling form controls and tables is the 
same

a) True

b) False
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• Logic can also be added to form data fields. Useful for 
injecting logic in various common actions
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• Logic can also be added to form datasource fields. Useful for 
injecting logic in various common actions (activate, leaving, 
etc)
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Hands on lab 
Lab 3 – Extend InventTable
Form, Add new field and 
extension method.



• Extend the form EcoResProductDetailsExtended and add the 
string field BrandId. 
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• Add a new class named 
<prefix>EcoResProductDetailsExtended_Form_Extension
that extends the form code. 
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